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Abstract. Simultaneous treatment of neutrino oscillations and collisions in astrophysical environ-
ments requires the use of (quantum) kinetic equations. Despite major advances in the field of quantum
kinetics, structure of the kinetic equations and their consistency with the uncertainty principle are still
debated. The goals of the present work are threefold. First, it clarifies structure of the Liouville term.
Second, it aims at demonstrating that the kinetic equation is in accord with the uncertainty principle
and accounts for neutrino wave packet separation. Finally, we derive kinetic equation for neutrinos
propagating in an advective medium and show that in the relativistic limit it reverts to the one derived
by Sigl and Raffelt. The obtained results speak in favor of applying kinetic equations for analysis of
neutrino propagation in exploding supernovae where neutrino oscillations and collisions, as well as
the phenomenon of wave packet separation, might be equally important.
Keywords: neutrino oscillation, quantum kinetic equation, two-point correlator, kinetic equation,
Wigner function, uncertainty principle, kinematical decoherence, wave packet separation
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1 Introduction
Disappearance of solar neutrinos reported by Ray Davis Jr and his collaborators [1] was the first hint
of existence of flavor neutrino oscillations. Shortly thereafter expression for the survival probability
of νe was obtained by Gribov and Pontecorvo [2]. While propagation of the low-energy fraction of
solar neutrinos detected by the Gallium experiments [3] is almost unaffected by the matter effects [4],
forward scattering off the background medium strongly affects propagation of the high-energy fracti-
on observed by the water Cherenkov experiments [5]. However, propagation of even the high energy
fraction in the sun’s interior is almost collisionless and can be described by the Schro¨dinger equation
for the neutrino wave function ψi(t,x) or by the equivalent Liouville–von Neumann equation for the
respective density matrix,
ρij(t,x) = ψi(t,x)ψ
∗
j (t,x) , (1.1)
see reference [6] for a comprehensive review. As has been emphasized in references [7, 8], this appro-
ach is consistent with the uncertainty principle and convenient for analysis of wave packet separation.
On the other hand, neutrino collisions with particles of the ambient medium can play a dominant
role in certain phases of supernovae evolution [9]. Because particle number is conserved in quantum
mechanics, description of neutrino production and absorption processes typically involves Boltzmann
collision integral and the respective Boltzmann kinetic equation for diagonals of the Wigner function,
%ij(t,x,p) =
∫
d3ye−ipyψi(t,x + y/2)ψ∗j (t,x− y/2) . (1.2)
The Boltzmann equation in its classical form is not capable of describing neutrino oscillations. Thus,
neither the Liouville–von Neumann nor the Boltzmann equation can consistently describe neutrino
propagation from the neutrinosphere, where collisions dominate, to the outer layers, dominated by
oscillations. The difficulty of “marrying” oscillations and collisions is evident already from the fact
that the Liouville–von Neumann and Boltzmann equations operate with different objects, the density
matrix and Wigner function respectively. One of the first attempts to incorporate oscillations into the
kinetic equations was made by Dolgov [10] who replaced, for each momentum mode, the neutrino
occupation numbers by matrices in flavor space. Whereas diagonal entries of these matrices represent
the usual occupation numbers, the off-diagonals correspond to coherence between the neutrino flavor
eigenstates. In reference [9] Sigl and Raffelt derived kinetic equation for the matrices of occupation
numbers featuring correct scattering, oscillation, and, last but not least, Liouville term, applicable in
the physically relevant relativistic limit. However, their result is sometimes viewed with a degree of
skepticism, mainly because the derived kinetic equation is believed to be in conflict with the uncerta-
inty principle, and is unable to account for the effect of wave packet separation.
A technically rather different approach to the analysis of neutrino oscillations was employed by
Vlasenko, Fuller, and Cirigliano in references [11–13]. Instead of analyzing the density matrix or the
Wigner function they used Kadanoff-Baym equations for the neutrino two-point correlator,
%ij(t,x, ,p) =
∫
dτeiτ
∫
d3ye−ipyψi(t+ τ/2,x + y/2)ψ∗j (t− τ/2,x− y/2) . (1.3)
The obtained quantum kinetic equation is capable of describing neutrino flavor and spin oscillations,
as well as neutrino collisions with the ambient medium. However, their results have not yet received
the deserved attention in the community, mainly because of the high technical complexity of the used
formalism.
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The present work clarifies structure of the Liouville term and aims at demonstrating that, con-
trary to the prevailing view, the quantum kinetic and kinetic approaches to neutrino oscillations are in
accord with the uncertainty principle and do correctly reproduce the effect of wave packet separation.
To this end in section 2 we consider neutrino propagation in vacuum and show that a closed form
quantum kinetic equation for the two-point correlator can be derived from the Schro¨dinger equation
without any approximations. An important byproduct of this analysis is the Liouville term that, in
the relativistic limit, reverts to the one derived by Sigl and Raffelt. Because a vacuum solution of the
Schro¨dinger equation translates to a solution of the quantum kinetic equation, the latter is automa-
tically consistent with the uncertainty principle. So is also the Wigner function, that is obtained from
the two-point correlator by integration over . A subsequent integration over p results in the density
matrix. Because of dephasing of individual momentum modes, off-diagonals of the density matrix
are suppressed at late times, in accord with the picture of wave packet separation. In section 3 we
consider neutrino propagation in advective media and derive, to the first order in the gradient expan-
sion, the respective quantum kinetic equation. In the relativistic limit it reverts to the kinetic equation
of Sigl and Raffelt. These results are summarized in section 4. Finally, appendices A to C contain
supplementary technical material.
2 Neutrino propagation in vacuum
In this section we consider neutrino propagation in vacuum and establish connection between three
technically different approaches to description of flavor neutrino oscillations: the quantum-mechanical
approach operating with the neutrino wave function ψi(t,x) or density matrix ρij(t,x), the quantum
kinetic approach operating with the two-point correlator %ij(t,x, ,p), and finally the approach using
kinetic equation for the Wigner function %ij(t,x,p).
2.1 Quantum mechanical description of neutrino oscillations
We first briefly review the standard quantum mechanical wave packet approach to neutrino oscillati-
ons. A comprehensive review and analysis of subtleties related to the neutrino production, propaga-
tion, and detection inherent to this approach can be found in reference [6].
Schro¨dinger equation for neutrino wave function. Neutrinos produced in charged-current weak
interaction processes are considered to be in a flavor eigenstate να ∈ (νe, νµ, ντ ) [14]. Up to small
corrections [15] the latter is a linear superposition of the neutrino mass eigenstates νi ∈ (ν1, ν2, ν3).
In terms of the respective wave functions ψα =
∑
i Uαi ψi. Evolution of the mass eigenstates is
governed by the Schro¨dinger equation,
i∂tψi(t,x) = Hij(t,x)ψj(t,x) . (2.1)
In vacuum Hij(t,x) = Kij(x) with the kinetic energy operator given by Kij = δij(−∂2x+m2i )
1
2 (note
that throughout this paper we work in the mass basis). As can be verified by substitution, resulting
solution of the Schro¨dinger equation is given by [7]
ψi(t,x) =
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
ψi(0,p)e
−i(ωi(p)t−px) , (2.2)
with ωi(p) ≡ (p2 +m2i )
1
2 .
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The initial conditions are encoded in ψi(0,p). For the reason of computational simplicity it is
common to assume that the mass eigenstates constituting the produced flavor state are described in
the momentum space by Gaussian wave packets [7, 8],
ψi(0,p) ∝ exp
(
−(p− pw)
2
4σ2p
)
. (2.3)
where σp is the momentum uncertainty of the produced neutrino state and pw – its characteristic
momentum. Following reference [7] we neglect the difference in the shape of ψi(0,p) for different
mass eigenstates. Equation (2.3) states that the momentum-space wave function is partially, within
the ∼ σp range, localized in the vicinity of pw.
For small σp the resulting coordinate-space wave function can be well approximated by [7]
ψi(t,x) ∝ exp
(
−(vi(pw)t− x)
2
4σ2x
)
e−i(ωi(pw)t−pwx) , (2.4)
with vi(p) ≡ ∂pωi(p) being velocity of the respective mass eigenstate. The coordinate-space wave
function is localized in the vicinity of x = vtwithin the∼ σx range, where the latter is defined by the
uncertainty relation, σxσp = 12 . That is, in agreement with the uncertainty principle, delocalization
in the momentum space results in localization in the coordinate space, and vice versa.
Liouville–von Neumann equation for neutrino density matrix. Since one is typically interested
in the probability of detecting neutrino of a particular flavor α, Pα = |ψα|2 =
∑
ij UαiU
∗
αj ψiψ
∗
j =∑
ij UαiU
∗
αj ρij , a convenient quantity for tracking the neutrino evolution is the density matrix de-
fined in equation (1.1). Using the latter we find that the Schro¨dinger equation translates, without any
approximations, into a closed-form Liouville–von Neumann equation for the density matrix,
∂tρ(t,x) = −i[H(t,x), ρ(t,x)] . (2.5)
Note that as in reference [16] ρ and H without generation indices denote matrices in the mass basis.
Using the approximate solution equation (2.4) we obtain for the density matrix [7, 8]
ρij(t,x) ∝ exp
(
−(v¯ij(pw)t− x)
2
2σ2x
)
exp
(
−∆v
2
ij(pw)t
2
8σ2x
)
e−i(ωi(pw)−ωj(pw))t , (2.6)
where v¯ij = 12(vi + vj) and ∆vij ≡ vi − vj . Note that because equation (2.4) only approxi-
mately solves the Schro¨dinger equation, equation (2.6) only approximately solves the Liouville–von
Neumann equation. Equation (2.6) states that components of the density matrix are localized in the
vicinity of x = v¯ijt within the∼ σx range, thereby reflecting the uncertainty principle. In addition, it
implies that the off-diagonal elements of the density matrix experience a suppression proportional to
the difference of the respective group velocities. This is a manifestation of kinematical decoherence
[6, 16] caused by wave packet separation – because wave packets of the neutrino mass eigenstates
have finite spatial size ∼ σx and propagate with different group velocities they separate in the course
of neutrino propagation.
2.2 Quantum kinetic description of neutrino oscillations
Definition of the density matrix ρij(t,x) requires the two underlying wave functions to be computed
at the same point of the space-time, thereby reducing the number of ‘degrees of freedom’ from four
(two time and two space arguments) to two (one time and one space argument). This reduction is
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avoided in the two-point correlator %ij(t,x, ,p) that trades the four arguments of the wave functions
for another four – the central time, central coordinate, energy, and momentum – thereby providing a
more granular description on the neutrino state than the density matrix.
As we demonstrate below, the Schro¨dinger equation for the neutrino wave function translates,
without any approximations, into a closed-form Liouville equation for the two-point correlator. The
energy argument  is decisive for this exact correspondence.The fact that  is independent of the
momentum p means in particular, that the two-point correlator is not constrained to be on-shell. Of
course, for typical initial conditions its diagonals do peak in the in the vicinity of the respective mass
shells,  ∼ ωi, whereas the off-diagonals live on the intermediate shell  ∼ 1/2(ωi + ωj).
Given the arguments p and  one can construct the usual relativistic velocity v = p/ en-
tering the Liouville term ∂t + v∂x. The velocity does not carry any generation indices because it
is determined by the energy spectrum of the two-point correlator. Since the diagonals peak on the
mass shells, their propagation velocity matches that of the respective mass eigenstates. Because the
off-diagonals live on the intermediate shell, their propagation velocity matches that of the center of
momentum. As this is in no way obvious if one deals with the Wigner function or the density ma-
trix, the question of the propagation velocity in the Liouville operator was debated in the literature
recently.
Liouville equation for neutrino two-point correlator. The two-point correlator corresponding to
equation (2.2) is obtained by substituting the latter into equation (1.3) and integrating over τ and y,
%ij(t,x, ,p) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
d3q
(2pi)3
(2pi)3δ
(
p− k + q
2
)
(2pi)δ
(
− ωi(k) + ωj(q)
2
)
× ψi(0,k)ψj(0,q) e−i(ωi(k)t−kx)ei(ωj(q)t−qx) . (2.7)
Using the identity
ωi(k)− ωj(q) =
ω2i (k)− ω2j (q)
ωi(k) + ωj(q)
= (k− q) k + q
ωi(k) + ωj(q)
+
m2i −m2j
ωi(k) + ωj(q)
,
as well as relations k+q = 2p and ωi(k)+ωj(q) = 2 implied by the delta-functions, we can recast
equation (2.7) as a product of a shape and a phase factor,
%ij(t,x, ,p) = gij(,p,vt− x) · exp
(
−i m
2
i −m2j
2
t
)
. (2.8)
The shape factor reads
gij(vt− x, ,p) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
d3q
(2pi)3
(2pi)3δ
(
p− k + q
2
)
(2pi) δ
(
− ωi(k) + ωj(q)
2
)
× ψi(0,k)ψj(0,q) e−i(k−q)(vt−x) , (2.9)
with the velocity v defined as v ≡ p/. Because the shape factor is a function of vt− x, it satisfies
the Liouville equation,
(∂t + v∂x) gij(vt− x, ,p) = 0 . (2.10)
Action of the Liouville operator on the two-point correlator, equation (2.8), therefore results in
(∂t + v∂x)%ij(t,x, ,p) = −i
m2i −m2j
2
%ij(t,x, ,p) . (2.11)
Let us emphasize that the derivation of equation (2.8) does not rely on any approximations, and that
the form of equation (2.11) is independent of the initial conditions.
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Covariant form of the Liouville equation. Multiplying equation (2.11) by  we can rewrite it in a
manifestly covariant form,
pµ∂µ%ij(x, p) = − i2(m2i −m2j )%ij(x, p) , (2.12)
where xµ = (t,x) and pµ = (,p). A few further details are presented in appendix A. Equation
(2.12) naturally arises in the real time formalism of the non-equilibrium field theory [17]. For neu-
trinos propagating in vacuum or an advective medium the formalism of non-equilibrium field theory
provides no real advantage over the widely used quantum mechanical approach. However, it becomes
useful in settings where the oscillation and scattering processes are equally important, as is the case
for neutrinos traversing the extremely dense matter of exploding supernovae.
Relation to the Schro¨dinger equation. Because dynamics of the underlying wave functions is go-
verned by the Schro¨dinger equation, one can expect that, similarly to the Liouville–von Neumann
equation for the neutrino density matrix, the Liouville equation for the neutrino two-point correlator
(2.12) can be derived from the Schro¨dinger equation without using an explicit solution of the latter.
To demonstrate this we differentiate equation (1.3) with respect to the central time t. Motivated
by equation (2.12) we multiply the result of differentiation by  and further use eiτ = −i∂τeiτ on
the right-hand side. Integrating by parts we can replace −i∂τeiτ by ieiτ∂τ . Using the chain rule we
finally arrive at
∂t%ij(t,x, ,p) =
i
2
∫
dτeiτ
∫
d3ye−ipy
× [∂2t ψi(t+ τ/2,x + y/2) · ψ∗j (t− τ/2,x− y/2)
− ψi(t+ τ/2,x + y/2) · ∂2t ψ∗j (t− τ/2,x− y/2)] . (2.13)
Proceeding similarly, i.e. differentiating equation (1.3) with respect to the central coordinate x, mu-
ltiplying the result of differentiation by p, using e−ipyp = i∂ye−ipy, integrating by parts to replace
i∂ye
−ipy by −ie−ipy∂y, and finally using the chain rule we obtain
p∂x%ij(t,x, ,p) = − i
2
∫
dτeiτ
∫
d3ye−ipy
× [∂2xψi(t+ τ/2,x + y/2) · ψ∗j (t− τ/2,x− y/2)
− ψi(t+ τ/2,x + y/2) · ∂2xψ∗j (t− τ/2,x− y/2)] . (2.14)
Combining equations (2.13) and (2.14) we arrive at
(∂t + p∂x)%ij(t,x, ,p) =
i
2
∫
dτeiτ
∫
d3ye−ipy
× [ψi(t+ τ/2,x + y/2) · ψ∗j (t− τ/2,x− y/2)
− ψi(t+ τ/2,x + y/2) ·ψ∗j (t− τ/2,x− y/2)] , (2.15)
where  ≡ ∂2t − ∂2x is the d’Alembert operator. Schro¨dinger equation (2.1) implies that in vacuum
∂2t ψi(t,x) = −K2ii(x)ψi(t,x) = (∂2x−m2i )ψi(t,x). Action of the d’Alembert operator hence results
in ψi = −m2iψi, as expected. Comparing the right-hand side of equation (2.15) to the definition of
the two-point correlator we conclude that the former reduces to− i2(m2i −m2j )%ij(t,x, ,p). In other
words we recover equation (2.12).
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Propagation velocity. Results similar to equations (2.11) and (2.12) have been obtained in a num-
ber of previous works [11, 17–19]. However, the authors quickly turned to the ultrarelativistic appro-
ximation setting  = |p| and leaving the meaning of  unspecified.
To clarify the role of  we consider the plane wave limit, ψi(0,p) ∝ δ(p − pw). In this limit
the shape factor simplifies to
gij(vt− x, ,p) ∝ δ(p− pw) δ
(
− ωi(pw) + ωj(pw)
2
)
, (2.16)
where we have omitted the overall normalization for brevity. The second delta-function in equation
(2.16) forces the diagonals to the mass shell of the respective mass eigenstate,  = ωi(pw). On the
other hand, the off-diagonals live on the intermediate shell,  = 1/2(ωi(pw)+ωj(pw)), see references
[20, 21] for a similar analysis in the context of leptogenesis.
The non-trivial shell structure of the two-point correlator explains why the velocity v in the Lio-
uville operator, see equation (2.11), does not carry any generation indices. The velocity is determined
by the value of  on the respective shell and is different for the diagonal and off-diagonal components
of %ij(t,x, ,p). In the plane wave approximation the diagonals propagate with the velocity of the
respective mass eigenstate, pw/ωi(pw), whereas the off-diagonals propagate with the velocity of the
center of momentum, 2pw/(ωi(pw) + ωj(pw)).
2.3 Kinetic description of neutrino oscillations
The Wigner function %ij(t,x,p) is obtained from the two-point correlator by integration over . Since
the Liouville term also depends on , strictly speaking, the integration does not yield a closed-form
kinetic equation for the Wigner function. On the other hand, for typical initial conditions width of the
two-point correlator in the  space is negligibly small and the off-shell contributions can be neglected,
that renders the integration trivial and yields the standard kinetic equation.
The latter is believed to be inconsistent with the quantum mechanical uncertainty principle. We
show below that at least in vacuum and for Gaussian initial conditions this is not true. Translated
to the language of kinetics, the uncertainty principle states that the stronger the Wigner function is
peaked around a characteristic momentum pw, the weaker is its dependence on vt−x, and vice versa.
If the Wigner function initially satisfies the uncertainty principle, the kinetic equation ensures that this
holds true in the course of the neutrino propagation. However, unlike the Schro¨dinger equation, the
kinetic equation itself does not enforce the inverse relation between localization in the coordinate and
momentum spaces.
Each individual momentum mode of the Wigner function does not experience any suppression
in the course of the neutrino propagation. On the other hand, because of nonzero width of the Wigner
function in the momentum space related to the uncertainty principle, off-diagonal components of the
density matrix do get suppressed at late times due to dephasing of the individual momentum modes.
Liouville equation for Wigner function. In the plane wave limit Liouville equation (2.11) can be
trivially integrated over . On the left-hand side the integration yields a matrix of velocities,
vij(p) ≡ 2p
ωi(p) + ωj(p)
. (2.17)
On the right-hand side the integration yields the familiar
m2i −m2j
2
→ m
2
i −m2j
ωi(p) + ωj(p)
=
ω2i (p)− ω2j (p)
ωi(p) + ωj(p)
= ωi(p)− ωj(p) . (2.18)
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Let us emphasize that equation (2.18) is a direct consequence of the fact that the off-diagonals of the
two-point correlator live on the intermediate shell [21]. The resulting generalization of the classical
Liouville equation to the case of mixing neutrinos reads
(∂t + vij(p)∂x)%ij(t,x,p) = −i(ωi(p)− ωj(p))%ij(t,x,p) . (2.19)
Also for initial conditions other than the plane wave ones, the two-point correlator is typically strongly
peaked in the vicinity of the respective shells. In this case the small variations of  around the on-shell
value can be safely neglected and integration of equation (2.11) again yields equation (2.19).
In the relativistic limit vij is well approximated by the average velocity v¯ij introduced earlier.
In this approximation equation (2.19) reduces to the form discussed in references [9, 16],
∂t%(t,x,p) +
1
2{∂pω, ∂x%(t,x,p)} = −i [ω(p), %(t,x,p)] , (2.20)
where [. , .] is a commutator, and {. , .} is an anticommutator. In the literature the velocity term in the
Liouville equation is commonly approximated by the unit vector in the direction of propagation, the
corrections being of the order of ∼ m2/p2.
The uncertainty principle. In the plane wave approximation the neutrino is completely localized
in the momentum space and completely delocalized in the coordinate space. Let us now return to the
case of Gaussian initial conditions, see equation (2.3).
Trading the integration variables k and q in equation (2.9) for the center and relative momentum,
s ≡ (k + q)/2 and ∆ ≡ k− q, and integrating over the center momentum, we obtain for the shape
factor
gij(vt− x, ,p) =
∫
d3∆
(2pi)3
(2pi) δ
(
− ωi(p +
1
2∆) + ωj(p− 12∆)
2
)
× ψi(0,p + 12∆)ψj(0,p− 12∆) e−i∆(vt−x) . (2.21)
For Gaussian initial conditions equation (2.21) turns into
gij(vt− x, ,p) ∝ exp
(
−(p− pw)
2
2σ2p
)
×
∫
d3∆
(2pi)3
(2pi) δ
(
− ωi(p +
1
2∆) + ωj(p− 12∆)
2
)
exp
(
−∆
2
8σ2p
)
e−i∆(vt−x) . (2.22)
Integrating over  we obtain for the Wigner function
%ij(t,x,p) ∝ exp
(
−(p− pw)
2
2σ2p
)
×
∫
d3∆
(2pi)3
exp
(
−∆
2
8σ2p
)
exp
(
−i 2p∆ +m
2
i −m2j
ωi(p + ∆/2) + ωj(p−∆/2) t+ i∆x
)
. (2.23)
Because contributions of ∆ larger than∼ σp are exponentially suppressed, for σp  p we can safely
approximate ωi(p+∆/2)+ωj(p−∆/2) by ωi(p)+ωj(p), thereby approximating the propagation
velocity by vij(p). In this case the remaining integration over ∆ can be performed analytically. The
resulting Wigner function also factorizes into a shape and a phase factor,
%ij(t,x,p) ≈ gij(vij(p)t− x,p) e−i(ωi(p)−ωj(p))t , (2.24)
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with the shape factor given by
gij(vij(p)t− x,p) ∝ exp
(
−(p− pw)
2
2σ2p
)
exp
(
−(vij(p)t− x)
2
2σ2x
)
. (2.25)
Equation (2.25) implies that the Wigner function derived from the two-point correlator (or directly
from the wave function) does exhibit a behavior consistent with the uncertainty principle.
As can be verified by substitution, equation (2.24) is a solution of the Liouville equation (2.19).
That is, Liouville equation for the Wigner function is consistent with the uncertainty principle. Note
however, that equation (2.24) remains a solution of the Liouville equation even if σp and σx are con-
sidered as independent. In particular, one can simultaneously take the limits σp → 0 and σx → 0,
thereby ‘creating’ a state that is localized both in the momentum and coordinate spaces. As expected,
the Liouville equation itself does not enforce the inverse relation between localization in the coordi-
nate and momentum spaces. The latter is encoded in the initial conditions for %ij(t,x,p) instead.
Kinematical decoherence. In the approximation used to derive equation (2.24), individual momen-
tum modes of the Wigner function do not experience any suppression in the course of the neutrino
propagation. On the other hand, their growing dephasing results in kinematical decoherence and re-
lated suppression of the off-diagonals of the density matrix, known as wave packet separation [6, 16].
To demonstrate this we derive the respective density matrix by integrating equation (2.24) over
p. For a wave function strongly peaked around the characteristic momentum pw the Wigner function
can be expanded in the vicinity of pw. In the relativistic limit vij(p) ∼ 1 and is not sensitive to small,
of the order of ∼ σp, variations of p around pw. Therefore, we can approximate vij(p) by vij(pw)
in the shape factor, see equation (2.25). On the other hand, expanding argument of the phase factor,
ωi(p) − ωj(p) ≈ ωi(pw) − ωj(pw) + ∆vij(pw)(p − pw), we find that it is sensitive to difference
of the respective group velocities. In this approximation the Wigner function reads
%ij(t,x,p) ≈ %ij(t,x,pw) · exp
(−(p− pw)2/2σ2p − i∆vij(pw)t (p− pw)) . (2.26)
Integrating over p we recover equation (2.6),
%ij(t,x) ≈ %ij(t,x,pw) · exp
(
−∆v
2
ij(pw)t
2
8σ2x
)
. (2.27)
Hence, in the language of kinetics, kinematical decoherence in the density matrix is caused by de-
phasing of the individual momentum modes that grows in the course of the neutrino propagation.
This picture is equivalent to the one of spatial separation of the wave packets [6].
The nonzero width of the wave packets in the momentum space, crucial for the onset of kine-
matical decoherence at late times, can be traced back to the uncertainty principle and a nonzero spatial
size of the wave packets [8]. It is interesting to note however, that if we would treat σp and σx as
independent and set the latter to zero in equation (2.25), we would still get the same suppression fac-
tor in equation (2.27). This (inconsistent from the viewpoint of quantum mechanics) approximation
still solves the kinetic equation (2.19) as has been discussed above. If we considered an ensemble
of neutrinos, this approximation would correspond to describing neutrinos as classical particles with
a particular momentum distribution. This picture has been used in reference [22] to study collective
oscillations of a two-flavor neutrino system. We therefore conclude that results obtained there do take
into account the effect of wave packet separation, at least for low neutrino densities.
As has been noted in references [7, 8], because %ij(t,x,pw) satisfies Liouville equation (2.19)
with p = pw the density matrix also satisfies an effective Liouville equation,
(∂t + vij(pw)∂x)ρij(t,x) ≈ −i(ωi(pw)− ωj(pw))ρij(t,x) + Cij(t,x) , (2.28)
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where Cij(t,x) stems from the last term on the right-hand side of equation (2.27) and describes kine-
matical decoherence. Explicit form of C(t,x) depends on the initial conditions and can be calculated
a posteriori, once solution for the density matrix is known [7].
Subleading effects. As can be read off equation (2.22), for each p there is a range of allowed values
of . In other words, the two-point correlator possesses an off-shell component. Therefore, even for a
fixed value of the momentum %ij(t,x,p) is a superposition of plane waves propagating with different
velocities v = p/ centered around vij with a tiny spread ∼ vij(p)∆vij(p) · σp/(ωi(p) + ωj(p)).
By analogy with the wave packet separation one could expect kinematical decoherence in the Wigner
function caused by a gradual dephasing of the individual modes at late times. Analysis of this subtle
effect is beyond the scope of the present work.
3 Neutrino propagation in advective media
In this rather technical section we derive, to the first order in the gradient expansion, quantum kinetic
equation for a neutrino propagating in a background medium of charged leptons.
Because the Liouville operator on its left-hand side, ∂t + p∂x, has the dimension of energy
squared, the kinetic equation contains (anti) commutators of the two-point correlator with the Hami-
ltonian squared. For non-commuting kinetic and potential energy operators this yields a new contri-
bution proportional to their commutator. Shifts of the on-shell value of  induced by a time-dependent
potential also result in a new contribution proportional to time-derivative of the potential.
In the relativistic limit, which we consider first to make contact with results of references [9, 16],
these new terms can be neglected and the kinetic equation reverts to the conventional one.
Relativistic limit. To derive the kinetic equation for the two-point correlator we differentiate equa-
tion (1.3) with respect to time. The time derivatives of the wave functions under the integrand of the
resulting expression are determined by the Schro¨dinger equation (2.1),
∂t%ij(t,x, ,p) = −i
∫
dτeiτ
∫
d3ye−ipy
× [Hin(t+ τ/2,x + y/2)ψn(t+ τ/2,x + y/2) · ψ∗j (t− τ/2,x− y/2)
− ψi(t+ τ/2,x + y/2) · Hjm(t− τ/2,x− y/2)ψ∗m(t− τ/2,x− y/2)] . (3.1)
In order to keep the derivation as simple as possible we assume that the background medium is
unpolarized and also free of convective currents. With these assumption the medium is characterized
by a potential Vij(t,x) determined by occupation numbers of the charged leptons. Because equation
(3.1) is linear in the Hamiltonian, Hij(t,x) = Kij(x) + Vij(t,x), contributions of the kinetic and
potential terms can be treated separately.
Contribution of the potential term can be conveniently analyzed in the coordinate representation
employed in equations (1.3) and (3.1). Expanding Vij(t ± τ/2,x ± y/2) to the first order in τ and
y, using eiττ = −i∂eiτ and e−ipyy = i∂pe−ipy in equation (3.1), and comparing the resulting
expression to the definition of the two-point correlator, see equation (1.3), we find for contribution of
the potential term
∂t%(t,x, ,p) ∈+ 12{∂xV(t,x), ∂p%(t,x, ,p)} − 12{∂tV(t,x), ∂%(t,x, ,p)}
− i [V(t,x), %(t,x, ,p)] . (3.2)
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Contribution of the kinetic term is easier analyzed in the momentum representation where action of
the kinetic operator amounts to multiplication of the wave functions by ω,
∂t%ij(t,x, ,p) ∈ − i
∫
dτeiτ
∫
d3ye−ipy
∫
d3s
(2pi)3
d3∆
(2pi)3
ei∆xeisy
× [ωi(s + ∆/2)ψi(t+ τ/2, s + ∆/2) · ψ∗j (t− τ/2, s−∆/2)
− ψi(t+ τ/2, s + ∆/2) · ωj(s−∆/2)ψ∗j (t− τ/2, s−∆/2)] . (3.3)
To leading order in the gradients ωi(p + ∆/2)− ωj(p−∆/2) ≈ v¯ij(p)∆ + ωi(p)− ωj(p) in the
relativistic limit. Using ei∆x∆ = −i∂xei∆x and comparing the resulting expression to the definiti-
on of the two-point correlator in the momentum representation, see appendix B, we find that in the
relativistic limit contribution of the kinetic term can be approximated by
∂t%(t,x, ,p) ∈ −12{∂pω(p), ∂x%(t,x, ,p)} − i[ω(p), %(t,x, ,p)] . (3.4)
Introducing Hij(t,x,p) ≡ δijωj(p) + Vij(t,x) we can combine equations (3.2) and (3.4) to
∂t%(t,x, ,p) +
1
2{∂pH(t,x,p), ∂x%(t,x, ,p)} − 12{∂xH(t,x,p), ∂p%(t,x, ,p)}
+ 12{∂tH(t,x,p), ∂%(t,x, ,p)} ≈ −i [H(t,x,p), %(t,x, ,p)] , (3.5)
valid in the relativistic limit. The first two terms on the left-hand side generalize the flux conservation
equation. The third one describes momentum changes by coherent external forces [16]. Finally, the
fourth one describes spectrum shifts caused by a changing external potential. Integrating equation
(3.5) over  we recover equation (1.4) of reference [16].
As we have seen in section 2, in order to derive a closed-form quantum kinetic equation without
resorting to the relativistic limit one has to work with the Liouville operator of the form ∂t + p∂x.
The form of the resulting kinetic equations in advective media is discussed in the remainder of this
section.
Neutrino propagation in a constant potential. Before generalizing equation (2.12) to space- or
time-dependent potentials let us first consider the technically simple case of a constant potential Vij .
By analogy with equation (2.12) we multiply equation (3.1) by  and further use eiτ = −i∂τeiτ
on the right-hand side. Integrating by parts we can replace −i∂τeiτ by ieiτ∂τ . Because the Ha-
miltonian Hij(x) = Kij(x) + Vij is time-independent, subsequently using the chain rule and the
Schro¨dinger equation (2.1) we arrive at
 ∂t%ij(t,x, ,p) = − i
2
∫
dτeiτ
∫
dye−ipy
× [H2in(x + y/2)ψn(t+ τ/2,x + y/2) · ψ∗j (t− τ/2,x− y/2)
− ψi(t+ τ/2,x + y/2) · H2jm(x− y/2)ψ∗m(t− τ/2,x− y/2)] , (3.6)
where we employ a compact notation H2ij ≡ HinHnj . In the momentum representation action of the
Hamiltonian Hij(x) = Kij(x) + Vij amounts to multiplication of the wave function by Hij(p) =
δij ωi(p) + Vij , see appendix B for more details. Expressing the coordinate-representation wave
functions in equation (3.6) in terms of their momentum-representation counterparts and subsequently
introducing the center and relative momenta we arrive at
 ∂t%ij(t,x, ,p) = − i
2
∫
dτeiτ
∫
d3ye−ipy
∫
d3s
(2pi)3
d3∆
(2pi)3
ei∆xeisy
× [H2in(s + ∆/2)ψn(t+ τ/2, s + ∆/2)ψ∗j (t− τ/2, s−∆/2)
− ψi(t+ τ/2, s + ∆/2)ψ∗m(t− τ/2, s−∆/2)H2mj(s−∆/2)
]
. (3.7)
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To the first order in the gradient expansion H2ij(s±∆/2) ≈ H2ij(s)± 12∂sH2ij(s)∆. Using ∆ei∆x =
−i∂xei∆x we finally arrive at
 ∂t%(t,x, ,p) +
1
4
{
∂pH
2(p), ∂x%(t,x, ,p)
} ≈ − i2[H2(p), %(t,x, ,p)] . (3.8)
In vacuum H2ij(p) = δij ω
2
j (p), ∂pH
2
ij(p) = p and equation (3.8) reverts to equation (2.12).
In appendix B equation (3.8) is derived using solution of the Schro¨dinger equation in a constant
potential. As can be read off the explicit expression for the two-point correlator, its spectrum is de-
termined by eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian and is shifted with respect to the vacuum spectrum by
terms proportional to the potential. Thus, kinetic equation (3.8) must be supplemented by initial con-
ditions that consistently account for modifications of the neutrino spectrum in an external potential.
Let us note in passing that in the non-equilibrium quantum field theory [23–26] the spectrum can be
obtained from the supplementary constraint equation.
Neutrino propagation in a spatially inhomogeneous potential. For a spatially inhomogeneous
but time-independent potential equation (3.6) still holds. However, because the operators Kij(x) and
Vij(x) no longer commute, it does not reduce to equation (3.7) in the momentum representation. To
compute the right-hand side of equation (3.6) we reorder the operators in H2 such that V is left to K,
plus a commutator,
H2ij(x) = K
2
ij(x) + Vin(x)Knj(x) + Vnj(x)Kin(x) + V
2
ij(x)
+ [Kin(x)Vnj(x)− Vnj(x)Kin(x)] . (3.9)
Expanding the kinetic energy operator in powers of ∂x/m we find to the first order in the gradients
Kin(x)Vnj(x)− Vnj(x)Kin(x) ≈ −iδin∂xVnj(x) ·
∞∑
`=0
a` 2`
(−i∂x)2`−1
m2`−1n
, (3.10)
where a` are coefficients of the Taylor expansion.
Substituting the first line of equation (3.9) into equation (3.6) and trading the momentum inte-
gration variables for the center and relative momenta we obtain
 ∂t%ij(t,x,,p) = − i
2
∫
dτeiτ
∫
d3ye−ipy
∫
d3s
(2pi)3
d3∆
(2pi)3
ei∆xeisy
× [H2in(x + y/2, s + ∆/2)ψn(t+ τ/2, s + ∆/2)ψ∗j (t− τ/2, s−∆/2)
− ψi(t+ τ/2, s + ∆/2)ψ∗m(t− τ/2, s−∆/2)H2mj(x− y/2, s−∆/2)
]
, (3.11)
where Hij(x,p) = δijωj(p) + Vij(x) . Next we expand square of the Hamiltonian to the first order
in the gradients, H2(x± y/2, s±∆/2) ≈ H2(x, s) + ∂sH2(x, s) ∆/2 + ∂xH2(x, s) y/2. The first
term of the expansion yields the commutator
 ∂%(t,x, ,p) ∈ − i2 [H2(x,p), %(t,x, ,p)] , (3.12)
that generalizes the right-hand side of equation (3.8) to spatially inhomogeneous potentials. Using
ei∆x∆ = −i∂xei∆x and the product rule we obtain for contribution of the second expansion term
 ∂%(t,x, ,p) ∈ −14∂x{∂pH2(x,p), %(t,x, ,p)}+ 14{∂x∂pH2(x,p), %(t,x, ,p)}
= −14{∂pH2(x,p), ∂x%(t,x, ,p)} , (3.13)
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that generalizes the second term on the left-hand side of equation (3.8) to spatially inhomogeneous
potentials. Using e−ipyy = i∂pe−ipy we find for contribution of the third expansion term
 ∂%(t,x, ,p) ∈ 14∂p{∂xH2(x,p), %(t,x, ,p)} = 14{∂xH2(x,p), ∂p%(t,x, ,p)}
+ 14{∂pω(p)∂xV(x) + ∂xV(x)∂pω(p), %(t,x, ,p)} . (3.14)
Wheres the first term on the right-hand side is expected, appearance of the last term seems surprising.
Substituting the second line of equation (3.9) into equation (3.6), using the approximation equa-
tion (3.10), and trading the momentum integration variables for the center and relative momenta we
arrive at
 ∂t%ij(t,x, ,p) ∈ −1
2
∫
dτeiτ
∫
d3ye−ipy
∫
d3s
(2pi)3
d3∆
(2pi)3
ei∆xeisy
× [∂sωi(s + ∆/2)∂xVin(x + y/2)ψn(t+ τ/2, s + ∆/2)ψ∗j (t− τ/2, s−∆/2)
+ ψi(t+ τ/2, s + ∆/2)ψ
∗
m(t− τ/2, s−∆/2)∂xVmj(x− y/2)∂sωj(s−∆/2)] . (3.15)
Because the right-hand side of equation (3.15) already contains a derivative of the potential, to the
first order in the gradient expansion it is sufficient to approximate ∂sωi(s±∆/2)∂xVin(x±y/2) by
∂sωi(s)∂xVin(x). In this approximation we obtain
 ∂t%(t,x, ,p) ∈ −12(∂pω(p)∂xV(x)%(t,x, ,p) + %(t,x, ,p)∂xV(x)∂pω(p)) , (3.16)
whose structure is similar to that of the second term on the right-hand side of equation (3.14).
Combining equations (3.12), (3.13), (3.14) and (3.16) we finally arrive at
 ∂t%(t,x, ,p) +
1
4{∂pH2(x,p), ∂x%(t,x, ,p)} − 14{∂xH2(x,p), ∂p%(t,x, ,p)}
≈ − i2 [H2(x,p) + i2 [∂xV(x), ∂pω(p)], %(t,x, ,p)] . (3.17)
Equation (3.17) implies that in a spatially inhomogeneous potential neutrino oscillations are governed
by H2(x,p) + i2 [∂xV(x), ∂pω(p)]. As this term is a sum of the Hamiltonian and the commutator of
the kinetic and potential energy operators, its structure replicates the structure of equation (3.9).
Neutrino propagation in a time-dependent potential. To generalize equation (3.6) to homoge-
neous but time-dependent potentials we again multiply equation (3.1) by  and use eiτ = −i∂τeiτ
on the right-hand side, subsequently replacing −i∂τeiτ by ieiτ∂τ upon integration by parts. Be-
cause the Hamiltonian Hij(t,x) = Kij(x) + Vij(t) is time-dependent, using the chain rule and the
Schro¨dinger equation (2.1) we find that in addition to an expression similar to the right-hand side of
equation (3.6),
 ∂t%ij(t,x, ,p) = − i
2
∫
dτeiτ
∫
dye−ipy
× [H2in(t+ τ/2,x + y/2)ψn(t+ τ/2,x + y/2) · ψ∗j (t− τ/2,x− y/2)
− ψi(t+ τ/2,x + y/2) · H2jm(t− τ/2,x− y/2)ψ∗m(t− τ/2,x− y/2)] + . . . , (3.18)
the right-hand side of equation (3.18) also contains terms proportional to time-derivative of the Hamil-
tonian,
. . .+
1
2
∫
dτeiτ
∫
dye−ipy
× [∂tHin(t+ τ/2,x + y/2)ψn(t+ τ/2,x + y/2) · ψ∗j (t− τ/2,x− y/2)
+ ψi(t+ τ/2,x + y/2) · ∂tHjm(t− τ/2,x− y/2)ψ∗m(t− τ/2,x− y/2)] . (3.19)
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Written in this form, the kinetic equation for the two-point correlator is valid for generic po-
tentials. For a time-dependent but homogeneous potential the kinetic and potential energy operators
commute and action of the Hamiltonian amounts, in the momentum representation, to multiplication
of the wave function by Hij(t,p) = δij ωi(p) + Vij(t). Expressing the coordinate-representation
wave functions in equations (3.18) and (3.19) in terms of their momentum-representation counter-
parts and subsequently introducing the center and relative momenta we obtain
 ∂t%ij(t,x, ,p) = − i
2
∫
dτeiτ
∫
dye−ipy
∫
d3s
(2pi)3
d3∆
(2pi)3
ei∆xeisy
× [H2in(t+ τ/2, s + ∆/2)ψn(t+ τ/2, s + ∆/2)ψ∗j (t− τ/2, s−∆/2)
− ψi(t+ τ/2, s + ∆/2)ψ∗m(t− τ/2, s−∆/2)H2mj(t− τ/2, s−∆/2)] + . . . (3.20)
and
. . .+
1
2
∫
dτeiτ
∫
dye−ipy
∫
d3s
(2pi)3
d3∆
(2pi)3
ei∆xeisy
× [∂tVin(t+ τ/2)ψn(t+ τ/2, s + ∆/2)ψ∗j (t− τ/2, s−∆/2)
+ ψi(t+ τ/2, s + ∆/2)ψ
∗
m(t− τ/2, s−∆/2)∂tVmj(t− τ/2)] (3.21)
respectively. Proceeding as above we expand the Hamiltonian to the first order in the gradients in
equation (3.20), H2ij(t±τ/2, s±∆/2) ≈ H2ij(t, s)±∂sH2ij(t, s)∆/2±∂tH2ij(t, s)τ/2. Subsequently
using ei∆x∆ = −i∂xei∆x and eiττ = −i∂eiτ we obtain from equation (3.20)
∂t%(t,x, ,p) ∈ − 14{∂pH2(t,p), ∂x%(t,x, ,p)} − 14{∂tH2(t,p), ∂%(t,x, ,p)}
− i2 [H2(t,p), %(t,x, ,p)] . (3.22)
Because equation (3.21) already contains a derivative of the potential, to the first order in the gradient
expansion it is sufficient to approximate ∂tVin(t±τ/2) by ∂tVin(t). In this approximation we obtain
from equation (3.21)
∂t%(t,x, ,p) ∈ 12{∂tV(t), %(t,x, ,x)} . (3.23)
Combining equations (3.22) and (3.23) we finally arrive at
∂t%(t,x, ,p) +
1
4{∂pH2(t,p), ∂x%(t,x, ,p)}+ 14{∂tH2(t,p), ∂%(t,x, ,p)}
− 12{∂tV(t), %(t,x, ,x)} ≈ − i2 [H2(t,p), %(t,x, ,p)] . (3.24)
In appendix C we rederive the left-hand side of equation (3.24) for a single neutrino generation using
the gradient expansion to obtain an explicit expression for the two-point correlator. This expression
illustrates that a homogeneous but time-dependent potential affects primarily spectrum of the two-
point correlator. Furthermore, the terms {∂tH2(t,p), ∂%(t,x, ,p)} and {∂tV(t), %(t,x, ,x)} have
a common origin and stem from time-derivative of the energy-conserving delta-function. Therefore,
even though at first sight the {∂tV(t), %(t,x, ,x)} term seems to describe effects of absorption or
loss of coherence, it actually describes shifts of the spectrum induced by the time-dependent potential,
just like the term {∂tH2(t,p), ∂%(t,x, ,p)}.
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Recovering relativistic limit. As we work to linear order in the gradient expansion here, quan-
tum kinetic equation for neutrinos propagating in a general potential can be deduced by combining
equations (3.17) and (3.24),
 ∂t%(t,x, ,p) +
1
4{∂pH2(t,x,p), ∂x%(t,x, ,p)} − 14{∂xH2(t,x,p), ∂p%(t,x, ,p)}
+ 14{∂tH2(t,x,p), ∂%(t,x, ,p)} − 12{∂tV(t,x), %(t,x, ,x)}
≈ − i2 [H2(t,x,p) + i2 [∂xV(t,x), ∂pω(p)], %(t,x, ,p)] . (3.25)
To conclude this section we show how to recover the kinetic equation (3.5) derived in the relativistic
limit from equation (3.25), that is valid for any value of the neutrino momentum.
To handle the first anticommutator on the left-hand side of equation (3.25) we use the identity
{∂pH2, ∂x%} = {H, {∂pH, ∂x%}}+[∂pH, [H, ∂x%]]. The term {H, {∂pH, ∂x%}} can be approximated
by {ω, {∂pH, ∂x%}}ij = (ωi +ωj){∂pH, ∂x%}ij . Similarly, the term [∂pH, [H, ∂x%]] can be approxi-
mated by [∂pω, [ω, ∂x%]]ij = ∆vij∆ωij∂x%. In the relativistic limit the second term is negligibly
small compared to the first.
For the second anticommutator we use {∂xH2, ∂p%} = {H, {∂xH, ∂p%}}+ [∂xH, [H, ∂p%]]. In
the first term we again use the approximation {ω, {∂xH, ∂p%}}ij = (ωi + ωj){∂xH, ∂p%}ij . To the
first order in the potential the second term can be approximated by [∂xV, [ω, ∂p%]] that vanishes in
the limit of ω ∝ 1. Hence this term is proportional to ∆ω and is again negligibly small compared
to the first one. Analogously {∂tH2, ∂%} = {H, {∂tH, ∂%}} + [∂tH, [H, ∂%]]. The first term can
be approximated by {ω, {∂tH, ∂%}}ij = (ωi + ωj){∂tH, ∂%}ij , and the second, to the first order in
the potential, by [∂tV, [ω, ∂p%]]. The second term is proportional to ∆ω and, in the relativistic limit,
negligibly small compared to the first.
On the right-hand side of equation (3.25) we use the identity [H2, %]={H, [H, %]} to handle the
commutator, and further approximate it by {ω, [H, %]}ij = (ωi + ωj)[H, %]ij .
Common to all the (leading) terms discussed so far is the overall factor ωi + ωj . The two new
terms, {∂tV(t,x), %(t,x, ,x)} one the left-hand side and [∂xV(t,x), ∂pω(p)] on the right-hand side,
do not share this feature. Therefore, they can be neglected in the relativistic limit.
As has been discussed in section 2, barring small off-shell contributions 2 ≈ ωi+ωj . Dividing
the left- and right-hand side of equation (3.25) by ωi + ωj we therefore recover equation (3.5). It
is also worth mentioning that the subleading contribution ∆vij(ωi − ωj)/(ωi + ωj)/2 that stems
from the anticommutator {∂pH2(t,x,p), ∂x%(t,x, ,p)} is equal to vij− v¯ij . This explains why the
center of momentum velocity is replaced by the average velocity in the relativistic approximation.
4 Summary
The present work establishes connection between three technically different approaches to description
of neutrino oscillations: the quantum-mechanical approach operating with the neutrino wave func-
tion ψi(t,x) or density matrix ρij(t,x), the quantum kinetic approach operating with the two-point
correlator %ij(t,x, ,p), and the approach using kinetic equation for the Wigner function %ij(t,x,p).
In vacuum the Schro¨dinger equation for the neutrino wave function translates, without any ap-
proximations, into the quantum kinetic (Liouville) equation for the neutrino two-point correlator. Its
argument , that is not constrained to the mass shell, is decisive for this equivalence. While, for typical
initial conditions, the diagonal elements of the two-point correlator do strongly peak on the respective
mass shell  ≈ ωi, its off-diagonals live on the middle shell  ≈ (ωi + ωj)/2. This nontrivial shell
structure explains why the velocity in the Liouville operator, ∂t + v∂x, does not carry the generation
indices: the propagation velocity v ≡ p/ is determined by the spectrum of the two-point correlator,
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for the diagonals it matches velocity of the respective mass eigenstates while for the off-diagonals it
equals the center of momentum velocity. Because of (small) off-shell contributions there is actually
a (narrow) range of propagation velocities for a given value of the momentum.
The quantum kinetic equation can be recast in a manifestly covariant form well known from the
non-equilibrium quantum field theory, pµ∂µ%(x, p) = − i2 [m2, %(x, p)]. Kinetic equation derived in
the non-equilibrium quantum field theory also naturally incorporates scattering processes. Therefore,
it is well suited for analysis of neutrino propagation in the dense environment of exploding supernovae
where neutrino oscillations and scattering processes, as well as kinematical decoherence, might be
equally important [8]. Major advances towards derivation of the quantum kinetic equation for the
supernovae neutrinos have been made by the authors of references [11–13, 27]. Findings of the
present work are useful for ‘translation’ of their results to the more familiar language of the Liouville
equation with terms describing flux conservation, momentum changes by the external forces, shifts of
the spectrum caused by the external potential, and, finally, scattering processes. The quantum kinetic
equation can also be obtained in the quantum field theory. The latter was used by the authors of refe-
rences [9, 16] to derive kinetic equation for the Wigner function, including the scattering term. The
quantum kinetic equation for the two-point correlator can be derived using a minor generalization of
their approach indicated in the present work. Given that quantum field theory is free of the difficulties
associated with identification of the quasiparticle excitations typical for the non-equilibrium quantum
field theory, the approach of references [9, 16] provides an interesting alternative to the approach of
references [11–13, 27].
The Wigner function is obtained from the two-point correlator by integration over . Because the
left- and right-hand side of the quantum-kinetic equation depend on , strictly speaking the integration
does not yield a closed-form kinetic equation for the Wigner function. On the other hand, for typical
initial conditions width of the two-point correlator in the  space is negligibly small and the off-
shell contributions can be safely neglected, that renders the integration trivial. In the resulting kinetic
equation the velocity v entering the quantum kinetic equation reduces to a matrix of velocities vij . Its
diagonals match velocities of the mass eigenstates and the off-diagonals match the center of momen-
tum velocity. In the relativistic limit the center of momentum velocity is close to the average neutrino
velocity and the kinetic equation reverts to the one derived in references [9, 16].
Whereas the Schro¨dinger equation enforces an inverse relation between localization in the mo-
mentum and coordinate spaces, the kinetic equation for the Wigner function admits classical solutions
describing a particle with definite coordinate and momentum. This is sometimes used as an argument
against kinetic approach to description of neutrino oscillations. However, at least in vacuum and for
Gaussian initial conditions, the Wigner function does have a form consistent with the uncertainty
principle and nevertheless satisfies the very same kinetic equation. That is, while the kinetic equation
itself does not enforce the uncertainty principle, it consistently evolves solutions satisfying the latter
if supplemented by proper initial conditions. If confirmed for other initial conditions and for neutrino
propagation in medium, this finding implies that kinetic equations can be used for description of pro-
cesses where quantum effects, and in particular kinematical decoherence, play an important role. A
particularly interesting example is the interplay of the kinematical decoherence and neutrino-neutrino
refraction addressed in references [8, 22].
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A Covariant form of the Liouville equation
Rewritten in terms of the four-coordinate xµ = (t,x) and on-shell four momentum pµ = (ω(p),p)
solution of the Schro¨dinger equation (2.2) takes the form
ψi(x
µ) =
∫
d3p
(2pi)3
ψi(0,p)e
−ipµxµ . (A.1)
Substituting equation (A.1) into the definition of the two-point correlator,
%ij(x, p) =
∫
d4y eipµy
µ
ψi(x
µ + yµ/2)ψ∗j (x
µ − yµ/2) , (A.2)
we obtain
%ij(x, p) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
d3q
(2pi)3
ψi(0,k)ψj(0,q)(2pi)
4δ
(
p− k + q
2
)
e−i(kν−qν)x
ν
. (A.3)
Here k and q are the on-shell four momenta of the respective mass eigenstates, k2 = m2i and q
2 = m2j .
Action of the Liouville operator yields
pµ∂µ%ij(x, p) =− i
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
d3q
(2pi)3
ψi(0,k)ψj(0,q)(2pi)
4δ
(
p− k + q
2
)
e−i(kν−qν)x
ν
× pµ(kµ − qµ) . (A.4)
The delta-function further implies pµ = (kµ + qµ)/2. Thus pµ(kµ − qµ) = (kµ + qµ)(kµ − qµ)/2 =
(k2 − q2)/2 = (m2i −m2j )/2 and we recover
pµ∂µ%ij(x, p) = − i2(m2i −m2j )%ij(x, p) . (A.5)
B Propagation in a constant potential
In the momentum representation equation (1.3) can be recast in the form
%ij(t,x, ,p) =
∫
dτeiτ
∫
d3∆
(2pi)3
ei∆xψi(t+ τ/2,p + ∆/2)ψ
∗
j (t− τ/2,p−∆/2) . (B.1)
Fourier-transforming equation (2.1) we obtain the momentum-representation Schro¨dinger equation
i∂tψi(t,p) =
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
Hij(t,p,k)ψj(t,k) . (B.2)
The momentum-representation Hamiltonian is related to its coordinate-representation counterpart by
Hij(t,p,k) =
∫
d3x e−ipxHij(t,x)eikx . (B.3)
Substituting Hij(x) = δij(−∂2x +m2i )1/2 + Vij we obtain Hij(t,p,k) = (2pi)3δ(p− k)Hij(p) with
Hij(p) = δij ωi(p) + Vij . Equation (B.2) further implies
i∂tψi(t,p) = Hij(p)ψj(t,p) . (B.4)
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The Hamiltonian is diagonalized by a unitary transformation, U †im(p)Hmn(p)Umj(p) = δijΩi(p).
The wave function in the propagation basis, Ψi(t,p) = U
†
ij(t,p)ψj(t,p), satisfies the Schro¨dinger
equation i∂tΨi(t,p) = Ωi(p)Ψi(t,p). Its solution reads Ψi(t,p) = e−iΩi(p)tΨi(0,p). Transform-
ing the solution back to the neutrino mass basis we obtain
ψi(t,p) = Uim(p)e
−iΩm(p)tΨm(0,p) . (B.5)
Substituting equation (B.5) into equation (B.1) and integrating over τ we find for the two-point cor-
relator
%ij(t,x, ,p) =
∫
d3∆
(2pi)3
ei∆x 2piδ
(
− Ωn(p + ∆/2) + Ωm(p−∆/2)
2
)
× e−i(Ωm(p+∆/2)−Ωn(p−∆/2))t
× Uin(p + ∆/2)Ψn(0,p + ∆/2)Ψ∗m(0,p−∆/2)U †mj(p−∆/2) . (B.6)
As expected, spectrum of the two-point correlator, 2 = Ωn(p+∆/2)+Ωm(p−∆/2), is determined
by eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian. Proceeding as in section 2 we represent the phase difference as
Ωn(p + ∆/2)− Ωm(p−∆/2) = Ω
2
n(p−∆/2)− Ω2m(p−∆/2)
2
. (B.7)
The resulting time derivative of the two-point correlator is given by
∂t%ij(t,x, ,p) = − i
2
∫
d3∆
(2pi)3
ei∆x 2piδ
(
− Ωn(p + ∆/2) + Ωm(p−∆/2)
2
)
× e−i(Ω2m(p+∆/2)−Ω2n(p−∆/2))t/2
× [Uin(p + ∆/2)Ω2n(p + ∆/2)Ψn(0,p + ∆/2)Ψ∗m(0,p−∆/2)U †mj(p−∆/2)
− Uin(p + ∆/2)Ψn(0,p + ∆/2)Ψ∗m(0,p−∆/2)Ω2m(p−∆/2)U †mj(p−∆/2)] . (B.8)
Inserting δln =
∑
k U
†
lk(p + ∆/2)Ukn(p + ∆/2) and δml =
∑
k U
†
mk(p−∆/2)Ukl(p−∆/2) we
can recast it in the form
∂t%ij(t,x, ,p) = − i
2
∫
d3∆
(2pi)3
ei∆x 2piδ
(
− Ωn(p + ∆/2) + Ωm(p−∆/2)
2
)
× e−i(Ω2m(p+∆/2)−Ω2n(p−∆/2))t/2
× [H2ik(p + ∆/2)Ukn(p + ∆/2)Ψn(0,p + ∆/2)Ψ∗m(0,p−∆/2)U †mj(p−∆/2)
− Uin(p + ∆/2)Ψn(0,p + ∆/2)Ψ∗m(0,p−∆/2)U †mk(p−∆/2)H2kj(p−∆/2)] . (B.9)
To the first order in the gradients H2ij(p ±∆/2) ≈ H2ij(p) ± 12∂pH2ij(p)∆. Employing ∆ei∆x =
−i∂xei∆x and multiplying the left- and right-hand side by  we finally recover equation (3.8),
 ∂t%(t,x, ,p) +
1
4
{
∂pH
2(p), ∂x%(t,x, ,p)
}
= − i2
[
H2(p), %(t,x, ,p)
]
. (B.10)
As can be read off equation (B.6), spectrum of the two-point correlator is determined by eigenval-
ues of the Hamiltonian and is shifted with respect to the vacuum one by terms proportional to the
potential. Thus, kinetic equation (B.10) must be supplemented by initial conditions that consistently
account for modifications of the neutrino spectrum in an external potential.
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C Propagation in a time-dependent potential
The structure of the left-hand side of equation (3.24) is not specific to mixing neutrinos. In order to
better understand the origin of individual terms in equation (3.24) we rederive it for a single neutrino
generation here.
Equations (B.2) and (B.3) imply that for a homogeneous time-dependent potential Schro¨dinger
equation in the momentum representation reads
i∂tψ(t,p) = H(t,p)ψ(t,p) , (C.1)
with H(t,p) = ω(p) + V(t). Its solution is given by [7]
ψ(t,p) = e−i
∫ t
0 dt
′H(t′,p) ψ(0,p) . (C.2)
Substituting equation (C.2) into equation (B.1) we obtain
%(t,x, ,p) =
∫
dτeiτ
∫
d3∆
(2pi)3
ei∆x ψ(0,p + ∆/2)ψ∗(0,p−∆/2)
× e−i(ω(p+∆/2)−ω(p−∆/2))te−i(ω(p+∆/2)+ω(p−∆/2))τ/2e−i
∫ t+τ/2
t−τ/2 dt
′V(t′)
. (C.3)
Its time derivative is given by
∂t%(t,x, ,p) = −i
∫
dτeiτ
∫
d3∆
(2pi)3
ei∆x ψ(0,p + ∆/2)ψ∗(0,p−∆/2)
× e−i(ω(p+∆/2)−ω(p−∆/2))te−i(ω(p+∆/2)+ω(p−∆/2))τ/2e−i
∫ t+τ/2
t−τ/2 dt
′V(t′)
× (ω(p + ∆/2)− ω(p−∆/2) + ∂t
∫ t+τ/2
t−τ/2 dt
′V(t′)) . (C.4)
Multiplying equation (C.4) by , using eiτ = −i∂τeiτ , and further replacing −i∂τeiτ by ieiτ∂τ
we obtain upon integration by parts
∂t%(t,x, ,p) =
∫
dτeiτ
∫
d3∆
(2pi)3
ei∆x ψ(0,p + ∆/2)ψ∗(0,p−∆/2)
× e−i(ω(p+∆/2)−ω(p−∆/2))te−i(ω(p+∆/2)+ω(p−∆/2))τ/2e−i
∫ t+τ/2
t−τ/2 dt
′V(t′)
× [− i2(ω(p + ∆/2)− ω(p−∆/2) + ∂t∫ t+τ/2t−τ/2 dt′V(t′))
× (ω(p + ∆/2) + ω(p−∆/2) + 2∂τ
∫ t+τ/2
t−τ/2 dt
′V(t′))
+ ∂t∂τ
∫ t+τ/2
t−τ/2 dt
′V(t′))
]
. (C.5)
Using ∂t
∫ t+τ/2
t−τ/2 dt
′V(t′) = V(t+τ/2)−V(t−τ/2) and 2∂τ
∫ t+τ/2
t−τ/2 dt
′V(t′) = V(t+τ/2)+V(t−τ/2)
we can rewrite equation (C.5) in the form
∂t%(t,x, ,p) =
1
2
∫
dτeiτ
∫
d3∆
(2pi)3
ei∆x ψ(0,p + ∆/2)ψ∗(0,p−∆/2)
× e−i(ω(p+∆/2)−ω(p−∆/2))te−i(ω(p+∆/2)+ω(p−∆/2))τ/2e−i
∫ t+τ/2
t−τ/2 dt
′V(t′)
× [−i(H2(t+ τ/2,p + ∆/2)− H2(t− τ/2,p−∆/2))
+ (∂tV(t+ τ/2) + ∂tV(t− τ/2))
]
, (C.6)
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thereby essentially recovering the structure of equations (3.18) and (3.19). To the first order in the
gradient expansionH2(t±τ/2,p±∆/2) ≈ H2(t,p)±∂pH2(t,p)∆/2±∂tH2(t,p)τ/2 and similarly
∂tV(t + τ/2) + ∂tV(t − τ/2) ≈ 2∂tV(t). Using ei∆x∆ = −i∂xei∆x and eiττ = −i∂eiτ we
obtain from equation (C.6)
∂t%(t,x, ,p) +
1
2∂pH
2(t,p)∂x%(t,x, ,p) +
1
2∂tH
2(t,p)∂%(t,x, ,p)
− ∂tV(t)%(t,x, ,p) ≈ 0 , (C.7)
which (for a single neutrino generation) reproduces equation (3.24).
In fact, partial gradient expansion can be performed directly in equation (C.3). Approximating∫ t+τ/2
t−τ/2 dt
′V(t′) by V(t)τ we obtain
%(t,x, ,p) =
∫
dτeiτ
∫
d3∆
(2pi)3
ei∆x ψ(0,p + ∆/2)ψ∗(0,p−∆/2)
× e−i(ω(p+∆/2)−ω(p−∆/2))te−i(ω(p+∆/2)+ω(p−∆/2))τ/2e−iV(t)τ . (C.8)
Performing steps (C.4) to (C.6) we would again arrive into equation (C.7). In other words, the ap-
proximate expression equation (C.8) is sufficient to reproduce the correct kinetic equation. Integrating
over τ in equation (C.8) we arrive at
%(t,x, ,p) =
∫
d3∆
(2pi)3
ei∆x ψ(0,p + ∆/2)ψ∗(0,p−∆/2) e−i(ω(p+∆/2)−ω(p−∆/2))t
× 2pi δ
(
− ω(p + ∆/2) + ω(p−∆/2) + 2V(t)
2
)
. (C.9)
As can be read off equation (C.9), a homogeneous time-dependent potential affects primarily spec-
trum of the two-point correlator. Its time derivative is a sum of two contributions: the first contribution
is proportional to time derivative of the phase exponent while the second contribution is proportional
to time derivative of the energy-conserving delta-function.
The first contribution reads
∂t%(t,x, ,p) ∈ −i
∫
d3∆
(2pi)3
ei∆x ψ(0,p + ∆/2)ψ∗(0,p−∆/2) e−i(ω(p+∆/2)−ω(p−∆/2))t
×  · (ω(p + ∆/2)− ω(p−∆/2))
× 2pi δ
(
− ω(p + ∆/2) + ω(p−∆/2) + 2V(t)
2
)
. (C.10)
On the right-hand side of equation (C.10)  can be replaced by the value implied by the energy-con-
serving delta-function. To the first order in the gradient expansion this results in  · (ω(p + ∆/2)−
ω(p−∆/2)) ≈ 12∂pH2(t,p)∆. Further using ei∆x∆ = −i∂xei∆x we recover the second term on
the left-hand side of equation (C.7).
Using the chain rule we can trade time-derivative for derivative with respect to  in the second
contribution. This yields
∂t%(t,x, ,p) ∈
∫
d3∆
(2pi)3
ei∆x ψ(0,p + ∆/2)ψ∗(0,p−∆/2) e−i(ω(p+∆/2)−ω(p−∆/2))t
× 2pi  · ∂δ
(
− ω(p + ∆/2) + ω(p−∆/2) + 2V(t)
2
)
· ∂tV(t) . (C.11)
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Using ∂f() = ∂(f())− f() we can in turn recast equation (C.11) as a sum of two terms. The
first term that stems from equation (C.11) reads
∂t%(t,x, ,p) ∈ ∂
∫
d3∆
(2pi)3
ei∆x ψ(0,p + ∆/2)ψ∗(0,p−∆/2) e−i(ω(p+∆/2)−ω(p−∆/2))t
× 2pi δ
(
− ω(p + ∆/2) + ω(p−∆/2) + 2V(t)
2
)
· ∂tV(t) . (C.12)
Replacing  by the value implied by the energy-conserving delta-function on the right-hand side of
equation (C.12) we obtain, to the first order in the gradient expansion, ∂tV(t) ≈ 12∂tH2(t,p). Thus,
we recover the second term on the left-hand side of equation (C.7). The second term originating from
equation (C.11) reads
∂t%(t,x, ,p) ∈
∫
d3∆
(2pi)3
ei∆x ψ(0,p + ∆/2)ψ∗(0,p−∆/2) e−i(ω(p+∆/2)−ω(p−∆/2))t
× 2pi δ
(
− ω(p + ∆/2) + ω(p−∆/2) + 2V(t)
2
)
· ∂tV(t) . (C.13)
It reproduces the last term on the left-hand side of equation (C.7). Let us emphasize here that the two
terms, ∂tH2(t,p)∂%(t,x, ,p) and ∂tV(t)%(t,x, ,p), have a common origin and stem from the time
derivative of the energy-conserving delta-function. Hence, they both describe shifts of the spectrum
induced by the time-dependent potential.
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